
6 Ways Captives Can Help You Regain Control of Your Healthcare Costs

Understanding Healthcare Captives

A selective risk pool

Coverage tailored to meet your needs. Reduced operating costs. 
Improved cash flow. A captive can do all of that 

and more for you and your employees.

Eliminates exposure to 
"lasering"

Gain control over plan design 
and costs

Acts as a multi-year 
shock absorber

No huge rate increases and 
the potential for profit

Access to 
comprehensive data

Similar to a property and casualty captive, an employee 
benefits captive is made up of a group of employers that 

come together to insure the risks of its owners. 
Participating companies are carefully screened and only 
those committed to cost-containment are permitted to 

join the captive. 
 

Lasering is a common stop-loss practice of setting higher 
coverage attachment points for certain plan members 

based on their prior claims experience or the likelihood 
that they will become high-cost claimants in the future. 

That won't happen in a captive.
 

 

Participants determine the appropriate level of risk 
retention, are able to customize their benefits plan and 
tailor a health risk management program best-suited to 

serve the particular needs of their workforce.

Rather than individual members, those in the captive 
collectively absorb the costs when a high claim or a bad 
claim-year happens. Better still, joining a captive helps 

companies improve cash flow as claims are paid as they 
arise rather than paying for insurance in advance.

 

Rate increases are banded each year, eliminating the risk 
of a huge rate increase. Better still, any captive 

surpluses are distributed to program 
participants annually.

 

When you know the causes of your high-dollar and high-
frequency claims, you can make informed decisions on 

which cost-containment programs are most likely to 
curtail costs – rather than haphazardly guessing and 
spending money on programs that won’t help your 

bottom line. 
 

 


